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secretary 

From: joshua.c.hall@gmail.com on behalf of Joshua Hall [halljc@beloit.edu] RecelvecfCFTC 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2008 2:11 PM Recor~,. Section 
To: secretary 5/(</j tJ7 
Subject: Re: Concept Release on the Appropriate Regulatory Treatment of Event Contracts 

May 13,2008 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
Three Lafayette Center 
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Dear Commissioners and Secretary, 

CFTC Acting Chairman Walt Lukken asks, "What public purpose is served in the oversight of these 
markets and what differentiates these markets from pure gambling outside the CFTC's jurisdiction?" 

My comment focuses only on the first part of the Acting Chairman's statement. It is my understanding 
that the CFTC is asking for comment because of outside requests for clarification as to whether "event 
contracts" are legal, not because of any documented harm (or even potential harm) to citizens of the 
United States. Given that in the absence of non-pecuniary third-party effects voluntary market exchange 
makes all parties to the exchange better off, it is unclear how regulation of these voluntary markets 
(beyond the current laws and regulations designed to protect consumers against fraud and theft) would 
make anyone better off. 

New markets, especially financial ones, often seem scary to outsiders, but this fear should not motivate 
your decision as it motivated the Bush Administration's ending of the Policy Analysis Market in 2003 
(Hanson 2007). For a good overview of the academic research on these types of markets- prediction 
markets - see Hanson (2006a; 2006b ). The information provided through these markets would appear to 
be welfare enhancing based on what we know about the importance of information to wealth creation. 
Limiting the creation of these markets because of speculative and unfounded fears is ill-advised. 

Sincerely, 

Joshua Hall 
Assistant Professor of Economics & Management* 
Beloit College 
700 College Street 
Beloit, WI 53511 

*For identification purposes only. The views presented here are mine and do not necessarily represent 
the views ofBeloit College. 
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